
Forget tax cuts. This is WAY bigger. And President Trump won’t lift a finger to stop it…

$3,424,657 of cold hard cash is set to “sneak into” this outrageous “loophole”.

Once a minute. Every minute. For the entire tax year.

But in order for this wild new scheme to work, America’s most secretive clan of

Multi-Billionaires need YOUR help:

To Collect The Next Share of Money from My 
Favorite Corporations, You MUST Follow These 

Specific Instructions by March 30th...

• Use this today to start personally collecting “intercepted tax 

revenues” from the ultra-wealthy with just 2 clicks of your mouse.

• These payouts are LEGALLY OBLIGATED. Even if the stock

market crashes!

• Investopedia says this hidden-sector revenue stream stays

“unbroken” in the face of “economic and geopolitical turmoil.”

• While CNBC says it’s “logically expected to benefit from”

Trump’s presidency.



• But you’ve got less than a month to legally “front-run”

the government on this one, so act fast...

Dear Reader,

Everyone hates taxes. Especially billionaires.

That’s why guys like Donald Trump, Mike Bloomberg, and the Koch Brothers use every legal 

loophole in the book to avoid paying them.

Except ONE very special kind of “tax”.

It’s not a federal income tax.  Or a state property tax. Or any sort of tax on business assets 

or investments.  In fact, it’s not a tax in the traditional sense like you and I pay at all…

1. It’s a little-known “luxury tax” that truly wealthy Americans pay OVER AND 

OVER again...

2. Even MORE than they have to… sometimes DOUBLE or TRIPLE their share...

3. Because they LOVE doing it so much that they simply can’t stop…

Stranger still, it’s money that could wind up right in your pocket today, if you take advantage 

of my little-known “LGM Tipping” technique.

Since October of 2008, this technique has paid out in excess of $8,476,545,225

to “in-the-know” investors.

It has nothing to do with stocks or real estate.  Or anything complicated like options, 

derivatives, or currency trading.

But payouts are LEGALLY guaranteed.

In fact, when you examine the 23 companies we’ve hand selected…  what we’re calling 

“LGM Tipping”… not once in the past decade has the technique ever failed to payout

as expected…  on time… in the amount promised.

These payouts - or what I like to see as company “tips”- can really rack up.

Now, these “tips” don’t come from any kind of insider connections.

They’re 100% legal and based on publicly available information.



And more importantly, these are not small “tips” either...

Those that have invested my recommended minimums in LGM Tipping in 2017 would have 

earned a guaranteed $4,899!

(In fact, you could ultimately make up to $55,852 if you take action by March 30th. But don’t 

worry -- it’s so simple that even someone who’s never invested in ANYTHING before can do 

it with just a few quick mouse clicks.)

So if you’ve ever wanted to stick it to the ultra-rich, in a way that benefits you too,

by scooping up their money BEFORE Uncle Sam does…

Then THIS is how you do it.

And remember… America’s 540 billionaires are totally fine with this.

They’ll be cheering you on & toasting your success!

I’ll introduce you to some of them in just a minute, so you can hear it straight from the 

horse’s mouth.

But first…

Here’s why they’re begging you to roll up
your sleeves and start seizing their billions 

trillions yourself...

I call this trillion-dollar income opportunity “dope money.”

But don’t worry -- it has nothing to with drugs.

It’s just that, the secretive, ultra-rich individuals who want to unload their billions before the 

I.R.S. scoops them up…

Well, they’re pretty dopey.

They freely admit it!

Yes, some of them inherited their wealth. Others earned it by working hard

as entrepreneurs.

Others are so secretive that it’s actually hard to say.

But I try not to be judgmental. Because it doesn’t really matter.



The only thing that matters here is whether YOU start profiting from their shared

addiction today.

Like I said, there are about 540 billionaires in the U.S. right now.

(Enough to fill a gym for a pep rally. That’s why I like to call them “America’s richest

high school.”)

And while there’s just no one-size-fits-all when it comes to the big spenders in this ultra-

luxury market...

The 1 trait these ultra-rich “dopes” share
is they can’t stop BLOWING their money no 

matter how hard they try...

But, as you’re about to see, most of them don’t even try very hard.

What do they actually spend it on?

Not on the kinds of things that you and I do…

Remember, they’re devouring a slice of the global wealth distribution so big that it’s bigger 

than tech, bigger than BIG pharma and bigger than Wall Street.

Think of it as a “luxury tax” the wealthy have to spend to keep up appearances with their 

ultra-rich buddies.

It’s shocking how quickly they spend their millions. That is, until you see what that “luxury 

tax”, or dope money, is actually buying.

After all:

1. You’d need to be a dope...

To pay $25,000 for a skydiver to jump out

of an airplane & deliver you a magnum

of Dom Pérignon Rosé Luminour champagne.

Yet that’s exactly what the high-end diners at Gurney’s Inn in the Hamptons did on Memorial 

Day weekend.

(Don’t worry -- the skydiver put the bottle on ice right as he hit the ripcord. Ensuring that it 

was perfectly chilled when he touched down on the restaurant lawn 6 minutes later.)



2. You’d also need to be a dope…

To pay a shipbuilder to make you an 882-foot

replica of the Titanic.

But that’s what mining billionaire Clive Palmer did -- he wanted it to be the exact same size 

as the original ship.

3. And you’d REALLY need to be a dope…

To buy 10,000 solid-jade “vagina

restoration eggs.”

But that’s what Hollywood actress Gwyneth Paltrow did.

Then she peddled them to other dopes on her website, Goop.com.

As Forbes magazine confirms, the eggs quickly sold out.

(All 10,000 of them.)

So then Iron Man’s girlfriend made the next logical move… she got a whole other batch

of vagina restoration eggs... made out of rose quartz instead of jade.

They sold out too.

Truth is, the market for these “dopey” luxury 
goods & services DWARFS tech spending...

big pharma... even Wall Street.

In fact, last year... it was bigger than all three of those mega markets... combined.

Another way to look at it:

We’re talking about $1.8 TRILLION dollars.

Per year!

That’s more than $15 million since you started reading this letter a few minutes ago.



(Ka-ching. Ka-ching. Ka-ching.)

And you know as well as I do that the wealthiest .0001% of Americans won’t STOP 

spending if we have another market crash.

They sure didn’t do it the last time.

A recent university research study by Hanna Salakari confirms this. I just read it… but you 

probably don’t want to waste 2 hours trying to figure out what “high EBITDA multicollinearity” 

is, like I did today.

So here’s some much easier proof.

Remember this headline a few years back, in Forbes?

Or how about this one in the New York Times?

Or the Guardian?



No wonder Investopedia is saying that this sector’s revenue stream is likely to stay 

“unbroken” no matter what.

Even in the face of the continued “economic and geopolitical turmoil” that could be ahead

of us in 2018.

So forget the bulls and the bears.
Because these little piggies don’t care who’s 

winning on Wall St. -- they’re spending more than 
$3,424,657 every minute no matter what

In fact, the .0001% are now blowing so much money so fast that they have to get more

& more creative just to keep up with the Joneses.

And oh, are they creative...

Most of these products & services will never list in any catalog. Because they’re “bespoke.” 

In other words, custom-created.

So the examples I just told you are only the tip of the iceberg:

1. There are multiple Silicon Valley CEOs who are, right now, driving real flying cars.

No joke -- it was just verified by the reporters at Bloomberg.

2. Not to be outdone, other members of this elite California crowd are driving cars

that go underwater.



3. Meanwhile, down in Florida, there’s now an entire town, filled with giant 

“McMansions”... that are occupied by HORSES. No humans actually live there.

(The owners of the horses live in even bigger mansions nearby.)

4. One jewelry shop in Beverly Hills -- called The House of Solid Gold -- stays busy 

churning out $1,000,000 gold mountain bikes that are studded with ultra-rare black 

diamonds and yellow sapphires. Or, if you’re short on pocket change today, how

about a $600 gold toothpick?

5. According to ABC News, a “Houston-area socialite” named Theresa Roemer

just spent $500,000 dollars to have a 3,000 sq. foot shoe closet installed in her 

mansion -- that size makes it bigger than 2 out of 3 American houses.

6. And that’s not half as dopey as what oil billionaire William Koch did recently.

He spent half a million to buy wine that was supposedly found in Thomas Jefferson’s 

personal cellar at Monticello… even though the top wine experts in the world later 

discovered it was fake.

7. But here’s my favorite… you know those blue plastic shopping bags they give you

at the IKEA store when you walk in the door? One fashion designer is now SELLING 

replicas for $2,145.

I could go on and on.

But the key point is this.

People like me & you probably won’t ever see these ridiculous toys flashing around in our 

own neighborhood.

It doesn’t matter.

Because if you want to get rich yourself, all you have to do is...

Always follow the dope money. I did.
That’s how I discovered how to profit from it...

It’s simple.

And these “luxury tax” payouts are actually what I’m going to show you how to “intercept”.

Don’t worry it’s 100% legal.



See, this entire $1.8 trillion-dollar money trail starts in these little “piggies’” pocketbooks.

And with $3,424,657 flying out every minute, you just know those pocketbooks have quite

a few holes in them.

10 holes each, actually...

One for every category of the outrageously massive luxury goods& services industry.

You can see them all here:

Fashion...

Jewelry...

Accessories...

Cosmetics...

Spirits...

Travel...

Tech...

Furnishings...

Spas...



And cars.

And I’ll show you how to collect money from each and every one of those ten sectors in just 

a minute…

But looking at them right now, I can’t help but ask…

Why do the ultra-rich always want more & more?

Why don’t they do something useful with their millions & billions & trillions?

Why do they need to keep showing off, when they’ve already earned the envy --

and sometimes even the HATRED -- of ordinary Americans?

Why is it that money can’t buy happiness?

The heck if I know!

I catered exclusively to these weirdos myself, for years. Back when I worked for one of the 

world’s top hedge funds.

But I’m an investment analyst, not a psychiatrist.

So the only thing I know for sure is that almost none of these dope’s money will ever

find its way to the IRS...

Because the top .001% of American income earners pay less taxes than the top 1%,

or even the top 10%.

(Probably less than you do, if I had to guess.)

And as for the top .0001% group we’re targeting here? It’s hard to say.

Nobody -- not the media, not academic researchers, not the analysts on Wall St. -- has ever 

found enough hard data on them.

That’s how they like it!

What I can reveal is that many of these billionaires have figured out a way to classify their 

wildest luxury shopping sprees as a so-called business expense.

Which means that the MORE of this stuff they buy, the LESS income taxes they pay to the 

federal government!

I said they were dopes...



I never said they were dummies…

But even so, they still funnel money
into this unavoidable “Luxury Tax” every time 

they splurge.

And with a few simple clicks, a cut of that money 
could be going straight to your own mailbox

in one lump sum every month.

Now, there’s no investment in the world that carries a risk score of absolute zero…

this method included…

And I’ll give you the full technical explanation of how this LGM loophole actually works,

in just a moment.

For now, the short answer is that it works like a charm.

And you don’t need to be a billionaire, or be friends with one either.

You just click your mouse a few times.

Like these savvy investors did.

"Fred H from Boston used this 

LGM Tipping technique to average 

$17,687 a month last year."

"Robert C from Newark, New 

Jersey has collected an average 

of $95,924 a month this year.

Just by using this same simple 

loophole 5 times."



"And Andrew J from Newport 

Beach, California has already 

racked up a quick $630,000 since 

he started doin this October 15th."

Now their relationship to this “tipping” technique is likely not like yours…

Here’s what these examples show you... the more that you can put into LGM Tipping…

the more you stand to make.

I’m showing you these extraordinary examples so you can see the power of this technique 

on a grand scale.  

While the average person won’t collect hundreds of thousands in income per month...

there are investors with a lot of buying power out there able to see above average payouts.

And now that you’ve seen the HUGE profits some of the richest people out there can 

generate using “LGM Tipping”, I want to introduce you to a regular Joe.

Me.

My name is Zach Scheidt.

1. I drive a minivan, not a flying car.

2. I drink Georgia peach tea instead of East Hampton champagne.

3. I do use a toothpick, but it’s not made of 24k gold

4. I’ve managed to squeeze my wife and all 7 of my kids into a nice, comfortable

house that’s about the size of one of those ultra-luxury shoe closets.

5. And I wouldn’t buy a limited-edition jade vagina egg if it was personally

autographed by Michael Jordan, Bill Murray, and Bugs Bunny.



But like I said, since I did work at a hedge fund for years, I’ve spent enough time around 

millionaires and billionaires to know that these payouts from LGM contracts are very real.

(Remember, they’re actually bigger than the “real” economy that you and I live& work in.)

How did I find this out?

Because they told me so…

It all started at our weekly poker game.

The footage you see below is a bit grainy.

My book is #8 in its category on Amazon. But I make a lot more money 

at my weekly poker game.

That’s because I asked these ultra-rich whistle-blowers for their permission to let me show it 

to you. And they didn’t want to be identified by their names or faces.

If you look closely at the wall, you’ll see boxing gloves. Autographed by world champion 

Evander Holyfield… who’s a personal friend to one of the high-rollers who plays

in this game.

To be honest, I like the extra cash I make playing poker.

But the best part of the game is the stories that these clients and cronies-of-clients tell me.

Stories like the ones I just showed you. Sometimes even crazier ones.

One guy we know just bought a brand-new Porsche 911 Carrera.

For his daughter.

(It’s her sweet sixteen.)



The “Brat Pack” 
Invades Washington!

Brace yourself… the ultrarich are 

no longer happy with simply 

amassing the craziest, most 

expensive baubles they can get 

their hands on…

With social media, they’re dead set 

on flaunting it to #everyone. Like 

when Louise Linton, wife of 

Treasury Secretary, Steven 

Mnuchin – seen here in $1,000 

Valentino Rock Stud heels - went 

on Instagram to brag about every 

high-end designer adorning her 

perfect 10 body in this photo.

Problem is, she didn’t care for this $108,000 birthday gift all that much.

She wanted a different car -- a blue BMW, like some of her friends drive.

So she crashed the Porsche.

ON PURPOSE.

But remember, her dad doesn’t care.

He can just as easily call it a “luxury tax”, then legally write off the entire car to his business 

and never pay a dime to the IRS.

One guy we know does this with the $185 juices

his wife buys.

Some guys even attempt to write off their 

prostitutes as a business expense.

They’re just living in a completely different world.

And after a long time, this got me thinking:

What if there was a legal 
way for ordinary investors 
like us to “piggy back” off 

the the luxury tax… without 
the ultra-wealthy even 
realizing it? without?

Well, there is.

The guys in my poker game call it “wagging

the dog.”

But I call it LGM Tipping.

And it involves specialized financial contracts tied

to 23 of my hand-picked, highly-vetted luxury

goods manufacturer recommendations.

Financial contracts that are legally guaranteed

to pay you cash every six months, no matter what 

happens in the market.



Most folks read this and got angry. 

Me? I saw dollar signs in each one 

of those hashtags. And that’s what 

I’m here to help you see too.

The rich can (and will) keep getting 

richer (and they’re going to keep 

being douchey about it too)…

But now, you can take it all in 

stride while watching your LGM 

“luxury tax” payouts roll in month 

after month…

(And even more often if you control more than one 

LGM contract. Which, as you’ll shortly see, is very 

easy to do.)

That makes LGMs more stable than any blue-chip 

stock. In fact, they carry little downside.

It sounds complicated at first, but it’s really just 

common sense...

They spend, you get paid.

Remember, economics work differently when it 

comes to the super-wealthy.

They never slow down. Because they never run out of money. They never “downgrade.”

So even in a recession, this category STILL gushes out money like the fountains

at the Bellagio.

They keep buying yachts, and Prada handbags, and Bottega Veneta bedsheets with

1800 thread count.

Which means the ultra-luxury companies who’ve become experts at feeding their addictions, 

can always count on a steady stream of income.

And they’re so sure that stream will keep getting bigger & bigger that they’re willing to pay 

you before they even pay themselves.

Plus when the “real” economy is doing well, like we’re seeing for the second year in a row… 

LGMs do even better.

The almost-rich flock to these “aspirational” brands. They want a taste of the sweet life too. 

They start asking their accounts to find a way to “make it work.”

Thousandaires start spending like millionaires. Millionaires start spending like billionaires.

Any way you slice it, when you invest in LGMs...

You put the world’s biggest spenders to work 
shoving money straight into your pockets

This has always been a good investment idea.



But as I’ll reveal below, there are a few particular reasons why it’s an even better idea

right now.

(And why the party may be over if you don’t act quickly.)

Here’s a hint… Donald Trump may hate the I.R.S., but he’s no stranger to paying this

“luxury tax” himself.

And now that he passed his tax reform plan, brace yourself for a sudden and exciting

$1.7 trillion potential spike in luxury spending this year.

If ever a time in was primed to go down as “The Golden Age of Luxury Goods”, it’s now.

And thanks to tax reform, it’s beginning with an influx into the luxury market of the

brand-new “almost rich”.

Also known as the top 20% of taxpayers…

Donald Trump is about to make them $1.08 trillion richer this year.

(If you’re one of them, congratulations. And if you’re not, I hope you will be after we finish 

this together.)

In addition to that nice payout, he’s also got a bonus $684 billion in spending cash to bestow 

on a slightly more exclusive crowd – America’s 1%.

And when that happens, this elusive luxury market – one that’s been “steady Eddie” 

throughout the entire history of capitalism – will see a historical SPIKE like never before.

In fact, the last time we saw similar tax overhaul happen under Reagan, LGM payouts went 

through the roof!

For holders of LGM contracts, it was a luxury tax jackpot!

The highest payouts ever on record began flowing like champagne... straight into investors’ 

bank accounts.

And remember, these payouts are legally contracted to be paid out to be paid out to anyone 

who has entered into an LGM Contract.

They virtually never default.

Even TIME Magazine reports the type of investment behind “LGM Tipping” can help hedge 

your risk if you’re in search of a “surefire way not to lose money...”



Investopedia reassures investors this sector’s revenue stream will remain “unbroken” even 

during “economic and geopolitical turmoil”.

And if you play your cards right today, your first LGM payout will be headed your way as 

soon as March 30th.

And here’s the simple fact that make this a real no-brainer...

Over the Last Decade, LGM Tipping Contracts 
Paid Out 811 out of 811 times.

For a total of $8,476,545,225 in an unbroken chain of payouts.

That’s a BIG deal.

Because, don’t forget, this includes 2007 and 2008, a period when the entire U.S. economy 

basically imploded.

In other words, every investor who has taken advantage of these wildly lucrative LGM 

Tipping contracts in the last ten years – whether in boom or bust times – has received

a payout.

Why? Because, through thick and thin, the rich just keep on spending.

So in 2008, while you and I tightened our belts, the rich just kept on paying their “luxury 

taxes” like it was their patriotic duty.

And not a single one of those LGM contracts went unfulfilled.

Think about that for a second….

LGM payouts are as certain as death and taxes… (and thankfully a whole lot more exciting 

than either of those).

Where else in your life are you ever going to get that kind of income certainty…

unless you’re punching a clock and working for it?

Not a dang place I can think of.

I’m talking about a 100% track record of on-time payouts…. One after another…

like clockwork.

You’re not going to get it in the stock market. Any stock you buy – no matter how promising 

– always has a 50% chance of making you money and a 50% chance of losing you money.



When it comes to dividends, you’ve got about a 69% chance you’ll collect those on any 

stock you buy…

And last year alone, $135 billion of Moody’s-rated bonds defaulted, leaving bondholders 

high and dry.

But anyone taking part in LGM Tipping over the last 10 years got to sleep soundly every 

night, knowing they never had to worry about collecting their fair share of “dope money” 

when it was due…

It didn’t matter where the S&P was that day… or which company was feeling generous with 

their shareholders that quarter… or what any crooked municipal government was doing with 

taxpayer money when no one else was looking.

Because no matter what, the rich just keep on spending…. Laughing while their team of 

accountants deposits ever-growing sums of money into the “luxury tax” coffers…

Last year, those “in-the-know” on LGM Tipping were able to get in the comfortable habit of 

kicking back and collecting profits of...

$425 on a luxury leather goods maker

$588 on a top-shelf spirits company

$600 on a high-end skin care line

$700 on a posh home décor department store

$750 on an opulent cruise ship company

$490 on a swanky Rodeo Drive jeweler

$1,238 on a first-class automaker

Simply by investing my recommended minimum amount into those companies’

LGM contracts…

Were you to up the ante a bit, you could reasonably have brought in as much as an extra 

$68,450 in 2017 by participating in just ten LGM contracts all year.

Of course, the amount of your payouts is going to reflect how much money you’re able to put 

in and how many contracts you purchase.

Even better, according to my research, LGM payouts are only poised to go one way – UP.

The pattern is already showing in the sales numbers....



In various parts of the world right now...

High-end watch sales are skyrocketing 200%...

Women’s luxury fashion is set to explode five-fold in 2018…

Hermes says sales in its luxury leather goods alone – including $10,000 Birkin bags –

just hit $735 million in a single quarter.

When you put it all together, the rich and the almost rich are squandering over $40,546,260 

bucks of dope money on outrageous stuff they don’t need – every minute.

Splurging on everything from luxury cars to cruises to fine foods to private jets

and fully-staffed yachts.

And there’s no reason at least some of that money shouldn’t end up in your pocket.

In fact, looking ahead to just the coming year…

If you were seriously interested in allocating a substantial amount of capital to this 

opportunity… you could use LGM Tipping to collect...

$2,937 on March 30th…

$2,450 on April 1st...

$2,375 on May 1st…

$3,312 on June 15th…

$4,250 on July 18th…

$1,850 on August 15th…

$1,062 on September 26th…

$3,000 on October 15th…

$3,875 on November 15th…

$2,350 on December 15th…

Now those are incredible payouts!

In fact, I’ve got my eye on a total of $55,852 in LGM “luxury tax” payouts.

But I’m not going to tell you that this is typical or even what you should expect to happen…



However, in rare and extraordinary cases, these payouts can reach into the tens of 

thousands… even HUNDREDS of thousands of dollars per payout.

Wow.

That’s one heck of a nice income if you ask me.

Especially when the payouts are virtually guaranteed.

To recap, here are the eternal, inevitable truths we’re watching play out right in front of us 

right now…

1. Lower taxes for the rich always correlate to spikes in the luxury market

2. Donald Trump, behind closed doors, admitted this is a massive tax break for the 

wealthy, meaning...

3. The luxury market - and in turn, LGM Tipping – is positioned to spike to record-

breaking levels.

Which begs the question...

If LGM Tipping Payouts have been so Lucrative, 
Reliable and Recession-Proof, Why Isn’t Everyone 

Doing It?

Myth #1: Some people think LGM Tipping is difficult to get into…

Buying an LGM contract is about as difficult as ordering a pizza.

You simply pick up the phone and call your broker or go to your online brokerage and enter 

a simple code that corresponds to the specific LGM contract you want to participate in.

Next, you specify the amount of money you feel is appropriate to invest given

your situation…

And just like that, you’re done!

Then you just sit back and wait for your first LGM payout to roll in.

Now, here’s what you DON’T need in order to take full advantage of LGMs…



1. You don’t need a special account…

2. You don’t need an extra level of approval from your broker…

3. You don’t need to pay any extra fees for executing an LGM contract…

LGM Tipping simply allows any investor to earn a new, regular stream of income…

1. No matter your age (you could be 27 or 77)

2. No matter your income level (you could have next to no income, or make $10 million

a year)

3. No matter your investment history (you could be a buy-and-hold only person

or a day trading savant)

Myth #2: Some people think LGM Tipping is a virtually unknown market, 
so it’s risky

LGM contracts are regulated by the SEC under the same laws that govern other stocks

and bonds.

They’re also rated based on risk factors, so you know what kind of risk/reward you’re getting 

before you even invest a dime.

And, most importantly, LGM contracts are obligated by law to pay you your “luxury tax” 

payout on time as stated in your contract.

That’s the basis of Section 302 of the TIA-39 Act, enacted by the U.S. government

on July 21, 2010.

It states that you are guaranteed to receive your money.

Remember, our LGM Tipping companies have paid out every single payment as promised 

for the last ten years straight.

A 100% reliability rate.

But, I want to be clear here…



Companies issuing these contracts can go bankrupt. And in rare cases, contract holders 

don’t get paid back.

Do I believe that will happen with any of our LGM companies?

No way. Don’t forget they didn’t even default during the worst recession since the

Great Depression.

But if someone tells you that there is zero chance it could happen… you should be skeptical. 

There is always a chance, no matter how small it may be.

I just want to make sure you’re aware that, like all investments, even LGM Contracts

carry risk.

Myth #3: Some people think using LGM contracts to get a cut
of “Dope Money” is dirty or wrong…

Let’s not forget the most important distinction here between you and “them”.

They endlessly and foolishly waste money.

You regularly and wisely collect money.

And with Trump about to pump another $1.8 trillion of “dope money” into the economy, 

there’s never been a better time to position yourself to snap up an ever-increasing share

of it.

The ultra-rich are never going to stop buying whatever it is that makes them feel superior

to their Beverly Hills neighbor…

They’re never going to succumb to what you and I would call “common sense”.

And they’re certainly never going to stop paying trillions in luxury tax… especially not over 

the next twelve months.

Believe me, I get why sensible, hard-working Americans might want to stay at arm’s length 

from the Kardashians and Gwyneth Paltrows of the world.

But if anyone let that same desire keep them from diving head first into the profitable 

opportunity of LGM Tipping, they’re missing out – BIG time.

Because over the past 12 months, more than $1.7 billion in “luxury tax” payouts have been 

made to anyone holding LGM contracts.

Which naturally leads to the question…



“How Much Can I Expect to Collect –
and How Soon?”

LGM Tipping is similar to investing in stocks in this way:

The more money you put in, the more money you could collect.

Except with LGMs, you don’t have to cross your fingers and hope for your contract’s value

to go up like you do with stocks.

Your payment dates and amounts are agreed on at the start.

So, if you put my absolute minimum recommended amount into just one LGM contract each 

month, you could make a potential $3,554 of guaranteed income over the next 12 months.

If you “10X”-ed that, as we’ve done in the examples above, you’d be able to collect

$35,541 over the next twelve months.

Simply by executing just ONE LGM Tipping contract a month.

I have to reiterate here that these total payouts will only be available to you if you enroll in 

your first LGM contract by March 30th… so you need to act by then. The earlier you act,

the quicker you’ll find out how to get set up for that March 30th payout.

Now, as much as I’d like to lay bare all the details you need to get started inside this letter,

I don’t want this information to fall into just anyone’s hands.

So, instead of posting the ins and outs of LGM Tipping on the web, I’ve put everything you 

need to get started in a free manual called “How to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from 

the Ultra-Rich This Spring.”

Inside this manual, I explain the three hottest LGM contracts out there right now…

all available for you to buy into at this very moment.

Your First LGM Payout!!!
The Champagne Tastemaker of the Royal Family…

When Princess Diana and Prince Charles tied

the knot, this drinkmaker’s champagne was served 

exclusively at their wedding. It’s vintages dominate 

the list of the World’s 10 Most Expensive Bottles

of Bubbly.



And if you wanted to part with $49,000 of “dope 

money”, you could either buy yourself 42,241 

bottles of Heineken (enough to drink one a day for the next 115 years) or a single bottle of 

this company’s Rose Gold champagne.

Think that’s too much cash for cava? Apparently, the ultrarich are just fine with it. This 

company’s sales surged and profits soared this year. And on March 30th, an LGM Tipping 

contract could net you up to $2,940 on your second “luxury tax” payout.

Your Second LGM Payout!!!
World-Renowned Craftsman of the “Dopiest” 

Gifts on Earth…

What’s the old axiom? A wedding ring should 

equal one month’s salary? Well, if you earn well 

over $12 million a year, take your pick of the

high-end rings this luxury jeweler is hawking.

If you’re “on a budget”, take your pick from a 

$9,000 sterling silver ball of yarn... $350 bendy 

straw or $165 paper clip. The super-rich continue 

to eat up their wares (likely with the $550 spoon on 

offer), flinging over $3 billion of dope money into company coffers in 2017 alone! You could 

get in right now for a cut of that money…. And take home a nice $2,450 payout on April 1st.

Your Third LGM Payout!!!
The Sun-Soaked “Island Kingdom”

of the Ultra-Elite…

Jennifer Aniston, Nicole Kidman, Warren Buffett, 

Bill Gates, Johnny Depp and so many more flock 

to this isolated island nation for sexy nightlife, VIP 

parties and full-service pampering far from the 

prying eyes of mainland USA.

It’s only 12 square miles (351,197 times smaller 

than the US)… and one luxury resort company

is catering to every opulent whim the tiny island’s 

mega-rich guests can dream up. Think 24/7 on-demand butler service… rose petal baths… 

and a Michelin-rated chef in sprawling ocean villas on stilts.



The price tag? Well, it starts at $21,000. But soon, some of that “dope money” could be 

flowing straight to your bank account. Up to $3,375 on May 15th, to be exact...

That’s just a small taste of what you’re going to get when I send you a copy of “How to 

Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich This Spring.”

And when I introduce my research on each of these LGM contracts to you in the manual,

I’ll also explain how simple it can be for you to execute.

I’m going to give you the company name, the LGM contract code you’ll enter online or take 

to your broker, the payment amount you can expect and the exact date you can expect to 

see it on.

So if you want, go ahead and put a nice red circle on those dates in the calendar, because 

those are your new “LGM Windfall” days!

Today, I’m giving away a few limited-edition copies of this LGM Tipping manual… 

completely free of charge.

However, I can only offer enough to supply just 1% of folks watching this video today.

Here’s why that’s so...

LGM Tipping Contracts Are Easy,
Reliable and Profitable… But They are Much 

Rarer Than Stocks

See, these 23 LGM contracts tap into companies my research shows are 100% reliable 

when it comes to honoring “luxury tax” payouts to investors.

But this isn’t a near infinite universe… it’s a very special, highly-vetted sliver of the market.

So, if I took to the airwaves and spilled the beans to everyone in America that LGM Tipping 

is a way to get 100% guaranteed payouts from a $1.8 trillion “dope money” market…

The increased interest could negatively impact the availability of future contracts.

So, I’d like to keep this very small.

And I want to ensure you to have no problem lining yourself up quickly and easily to collect 

your first payout on March 30th.

Just like every investor who has taken part in an LGM Tipping contract since October 2008 

has without fail.



For a total of more than $8,476,545,225 in payouts.

Today, it’s your turn.

I’ll give you the full details – including how to get paid as soon

as March 30th – in “How to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’

from the Ultra-Rich This Spring.”

Best of all, I’m prepared to give it to you completely

free today.

Here’s how you can claim yours….

Let Dope Money Pay Your Bills Every Month

Since leaving my post as a hedge-fund manager to the ultra-rich, I’ve taken up a rewarding 

position as Chief Income Analyst at Agora Financial – one of America’s largest independent 

financial research institutions.

In my monthly research letter, Contract Income Alert, I show you all the insider secrets and 

unique investment vehicles I’ve uncovered throughout my career – just like LGM Tipping.

See, I’m out to revolutionize the way ordinary people make money.

I do it by opening up a world of wealth-creation tools normally reserved for the rich

and well-connected.



So what you end up getting are opportunities you’ll never hear about in mainstream media 

and never hear your broker mention (because some of them pay ZERO commissions).

Today, I’d like you to take a 100% risk-free trial membership to Contract Income Alert.

And when you agree to come in and get an idea of what we do here, I’ll immediately

send you a free copy of “How to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich

This Spring.”

But that’s not the only free gift I’m going to send you today…

I’ve also created a comprehensive guide that introduces you to the entire LGM universe, 

called “Profit off the Entire $1.8 Trillion LGM Universe: Ten More Ways to Outsize Your 

Next Year of Luxury Tax Payouts.”

Remember at the beginning I told you there are ten “leaks” where all the dope money in the 

world springs from?

Inside this report, I walk you through the profit opportunities in each one:

Fashion

Watches and Jewelry

Leather Goods

Cosmetics and Fragrances

Alcohol and Fine Food

Travel and Hotels

Technology

Furniture and Décor

Spas and Clubs

Luxury Cars

I’ll show you how to get your cut of the $40,564,260 that gets pumped into this universe 

every single minute.

Because for each sector, there are multiple money-making LGM contracts available

on the market.

I’ll help you identify which are the safest… the most lucrative… and have the most future 

payouts scheduled.



It’s all waiting for you inside your second report, “Profit off the

Entire $1.8 Trillion LGM Universe: Ten More Ways to

Outsize Your Next Year of Luxury Tax Payouts.”

And I want to send you that guide as soon as you agree

to give Contract Income Alert a risk-free shot at making

you money.

But that’s not all you’ll get today…

I also created another special report I think you’re really going

to enjoy, called:

20 Ways To Live Like A King (Without Being a 
Dope): An Insider’s Guide To Treating Yourself 

Right In 2018 (YOURS FREE!)

Who says dopes get to have all the fun?

If you start collecting regular LGM payouts, you may want to set 

aside a little bit to occasionally treat you and your spouse to a 

taste of the finer things in life.

The things you very much deserve.

So, in this exclusive report just for brand-new Contract Income 

Alert members, you’ll discover:

1. Cars, motorcycles, and boats that will turn heads and stop traffic.

2. Premium vacation destinations -- from luxurious African safaris to European

tours to round-the-world cruising.

3. Fine dining … real tailors … the top whiskeys and wines to toast your success…

plus much, much more.

Now, you also may find that another steady stream of side income isn’t always fun

and games.

I’m talking about when Uncle Sam starts asking for his “fair” share every April.



That’s why I put together this next report for you today -- detailing some of the best legal 

loopholes and special tax structures to slash your tax bill in 2018 and beyond.

No trickery, no fraud -- just the same wide-open loopholes the ultra-rich (and almost-rich)

all over America are planning to use in 2018 to shield their wealth from the government.

It’s called:

“IRS-Proof” Your Income: 11 Legal Tricks to Keep 
Your LGM Payouts Away From The Taxman 

(YOURS FREE!)

Inside this report, you’ll find tax protection tips you can start 

using right away to protect your LGM contract payouts. 

Including:

1. Overseas holding companies and bank accounts that 

won’t get you in trouble (but will save you a boatload

on your tax bill)

2. Trusts to keep inheritance taxes at bay and ensure

your heirs get to enjoy some of your LGM Tipping 

success, too.

3. Tactics for maxing out contributions to your retirement 

accounts -- something you can do at any age for serious 

tax savings).

So far, you’re getting an in-depth manual on how to use LGM contracts to make a potential 

$8,765 within 90 days…

A comprehensive guide that reveals the entire scope of money-making opportunities inside 

the LGM universe…

You’re getting an insider’s idea book covering the most fun, adventurous ways to reward 

yourself for making such a wise decision with your money…

And you’re getting 11 foolproof tactics for legally keeping that money in your pocket and 

out of government coffers…

All absolutely free!



If you want all of this (plus two more incredible bonuses I haven’t told you about yet), it’s 

important that I remind you…

Only 1% of People Reading This Letter Today Will 
Even Be Able to Join Contract Income Alert

If you act quickly enough to become one of them, then you’ll get innovative, dependable 

income opportunities every single month of every year – from brand-new LGM Tipping 

opportunities and beyond…

As a Contract Income Alert member, you’ll receive:

12 Monthly Issues of Contract Income Alert… Each information-packed issue extensively 

covers how to use various contracts to put legally guaranteed money in your pocket 

whenever you want…

These issues will introduce you to…

1. “C-Code Contracts” - With the potential to collect consistent 

retirement payouts of $1,840… $2,300… $1,750… $2,800 or more 

per year, BY LAW. WITHOUT worrying about what happens

on Wall Street or in Washington.

2. My “30-Minute Retirement” Model Portfolio - A list of 12 hand-

picked guaranteed income plays. With the full details of HOW 

MUCH you’ll be paid and EXACTLY WHEN you’ll be paid. Make

no mistake, this is a complete “do-it-yourself” retirement portfolio.

3. My 7-Part “Income on Demand” Master Class – After watching 

this quick 7-part series you’ll have ALL the knowledge you need to 

create a fully self-supporting second income. Regularly scheduled, 

fully-automatic payments quickly turn into a worry-free retirement 

and a legacy of wealth!

Now, as you can see… Contract Income Alert is a comprehensive service that I’ve loaded 

with extras you won’t find anywhere else.

It’s for people who want steady, repeatable payouts that don’t come from a J-O-B!

In other words, it’s for those who take these opportunities seriously.

Which is why we usually charge a very fair annual fee of $2,000.



But, because you took part in this presentation today, I’ve got a very special offer that 

means you won’t pay anywhere near that price.

Although, based on feedback from folks following the entirety of my work here at Agora 

Financial, it’s clear that even the regular annual fee is an absolute steal.

In fact, when I go through emails from them, I notice they have THREE specific things to say 

about what it’s like to use my discrete investment strategies…

Number One: It’s simpler than anything they’ve done before.

“Easy to understand and easy to execute” – Jonathan G.

“Great returns. Buy them and forget them. No major ups and downs.” – Andi M.

“Easiest and safest way to get more than a 10% return over multiple years.” – Simon J.

Number Two: It’s the most profitable way they’ve ever invested.

“Weekly income.... If anyone wants to make money, this is the way to do it. It’s the only 

way to do it.” – Tom L.

“The most consistent way to make $$$$$$!!!” – Carl M.

“Profit of approximately $11,000… $4,300… $2,500… and $1,600…” – Liza C.

“The first payout after taking your recommendations was more than enough to cover the 

price of the subscription!” – Joe H.

Number Three:  It’s been their “golden ticket” to living the good life.

“If you have spare capital, here is a safe way to generate reliable income. Now it's our 

travel fund to visit our kids across the U.S.” – Phillip C.

“I'm on my way to buying a sailboat!” – Daniel A.

“Just bought my wife a new car… cash! Best thing since sliced bread.” – Stan P.



And I have no doubt that in 6 months or less, I could be featuring you and your family as 

Contract Income Alert’s next big success story.

If you take me up on this trial membership today, I’ll also send you a copy of:

Zach Scheidt’s “BIG BOOK of Income”

Inside my bestselling book, I reveal 47 life-changing secrets that 

prove getting the income you want and need in life is MUCH easier 

than you’d think.

It certainly doesn't require a second job…

And you don't have to sacrifice the things you love just

to save a few dollars.

Yet I'd wager not one in 10,000 Americans knows about these

47 secrets.

Here’s a tiny sneak peek of what you’ll discover…

1. A single word you can put on your Social Security application 

to increase your benefits by as much as $570 per month. This

is a method often written about by Boston University professor 

Laurence Kotlikoff that only 2% of Americans take advantage of... 

(Page 149)

2. Collect $5,233.85 this year with this little-known “billionaire 

trick.” This technique is possible thanks to one of the greatest 

investors to ever live...and it’s so simple all you need to do is look

at a single webpage. (Page 135)

3. Get a 2.0% “contribution match” through your BROKER

on your 401(k). Employee matching isn't the only way to beef up 

your retirement account. I reveal how most brokers will help you 

effectively match your own returns as well. (The secret is in the

fine print on your 401(k) instructions that most of us skip over.) 

Page 105...

4. Earn from $400 to $4,570 thanks to CANADIAN Social Security 

– even if you've never set foot in Canada. Thanks to a little-



known “loophole,” this Canadian investment opportunity is available 

to all Americans, no matter your age or income. (Page 131)

These four secrets alone could net you an extra $16,643 in the next year!

But when you get my Big Book of Income, I give you 43 more that are just as valuable.

These are the kinds of income-building secrets and methods you will come to expect from 

Contract Income Alert…

But here are two things that might be a little unexpected right now...

A very steep discount and a truly unprecedented 
promise to you…

First, I’m extending an incredible discount of $1,001 if you agree to try out my Contract 

Income Alert service today.

I know LGM Tipping is likely a brand-new concept for you and I want to make it as easy as 

possible for you to get your hands on all the unique resources that only my team and I offer 

on the subject.

That means instead of paying the normal subscription fee of $2,000 I’m ready to welcome 

you on board for just $999.

And in order to give you full peace of mind when you do make the decision to join us, I’m 

extending what some people in this business would consider a truly “insane” guarantee.

Offered exclusively to those who come onboard Contract Income Alert today…

On terms so generous, we’ve never offered them before…

And have been expressly discouraged by our publisher from offering in any other situation…



The Only “100% Triple-Payout or 100% Cash-
Back” Guarantee in the History of Agora Financial

As you know, you’re going to receive three LGM Tipping recommendations today in “How 

to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich This Spring.”

As you also know, out of the LGM companies we track, not a single one of them has missed 

an “LGM payout” for the last ten years.

So, I’m going to personally guarantee that each of the three LGM picks we’re sending you 

makes its next payment on-time at the precise rate contracted – without fail.

Payout #1 will hit on March 30  from our luxury bubbly maker…

And payout #2 will hit on April 1  from our bespoke jeweler.

That means payout #3 will hit on May 15  from our luxury resort company…

And if for any reason even a single one of them fails to pay out on those specific dates…

or pays less than the contract guarantees… or pays late…

I will give you an immediate FULL CASH REFUND of your membership in Contract Income 

Alert today.

What do I mean by that?

I mean every penny back into your account… no questions asked… AND…

Your 12-month membership will remain active for the entire year.

As you can see, this 100% cash-back guarantee is in lieu of your standard, run-of-the-mill 

“satisfaction” guarantee.

So if all payouts go as I expect, please keep in mind I will not be offering refunds.

And as a result, if you sign up for Contract Income Alert today, you absolutely cannot

lose here.
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Because you’re either guaranteed to see the first, second and third payout of our 

recommendations inside the “How to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich 

This Spring” report…

Or you simply call and request all your money right back in your account and enjoy

a 12-month membership on the house.

We’ve simply NEVER made this offer before and we will likely never make it again.

But that’s how certain I am that LGM Tipping will always pay out without a hitch and pay

out handsomely.

Which is why – just this once – I’m willing to bear ALL the risk of this guarantee

on my shoulders.

I’m happy to put some skin in the game…

Along with my reputation on the line…

To show you just how important your financial well-being is to me.

Given these generous terms, I have to limit
this offer to a very strict window number of 
people – as of this moment, just 1% of those 

watching today.

YES! Show Me the Dope Money NOW

+ How to collect up to $8,072 of it by April 1st in three legally mandated LGM payouts.

+ How to lock in my $1,001 discount and my 100% Cash Back Guarantee!

And once this membership period comes to a close, this is one offer we may never be able 

to match again.

So if you’re ready to get your hands on:



Then please, don’t waste another second…

Remember, you’ve got to be on board to see how to get under contract by March 30th in 

order to guarantee your very first LGM payout just ten days later.

If you don’t capitalize on this opportunity in time?

You’re denying yourself the chance to tap into over $1.8 trillion in “dope money”…

an amount larger than tech, big pharma and Wall Street combined.

And that is a decision I’m afraid you would live to regret… especially now that Donald 

Trump’s tax plan is set to inject another $1.6 trillion of dope money into the economy.

Remember, the “100% Triple-Payout or 100% Cash-Back” guarantee protects your 

subscription every step of the way.

So until I see you again inside Contract Income Alert, I raise a glass to you…

Cheers!

To living the truly good life,

Zach Scheidt

March 2018



P.S. The ultrarich spend so much “dope money” on frivolous luxuries every year, they’ve 

created a hidden market that’s bigger than tech, bigger than BIG pharma and bigger than 

Wall Street combined bigger than the entire S&P 500! But now, I’ve uncovered a stealthy 

way for ordinary folks like you and me to tap into the “luxury tax” the rich spend… collecting 

guaranteed payouts worth up to hundreds or thousands of dollars every month. In fact, I’ve 

outlined a way for you to make a potential $55,852 in 12 months ($8,765 of that right away) 

by using this strategy I call “LGM Tipping”. All you have to do is click here  and I’ll send you 

every last detail on how to get in on your first LGM contract by March 30th, for a guaranteed 

payout just 10 days later! This information is limited to just 1% of potential viewers today, so 

click here before every one of today’s slots have been claimed.

P.P.S. This is the only time we’ve ever offered a “100% Triple-Payout or 100% Cash 

Back” guarantee to new members. In fact, you likely will never see something this generous 

 from anyone else in this industry. It says I am personally guaranteeing that all three LGM 

companies I’m recommending will make their next LGM payout as guaranteed on time. If for 

any reason even a single one of them fails to pay out on those specific dates… or pays less 

than the contract guaranteed… or pays late… I will give you an immediate FULL CASH 

REFUND of your membership in Contract Income Alert today AND your 12-month 

membership will still remain active for the entire year. To activate your subscription with 

these guarantee terms in place, simply click here right now.

The 6 Most Frequently Asked Questions About 
This Investing Alert...

1. Why are America's richest families so happy to have small investors like me 

tap into this $3-million-per-minute "luxury tax"?

I used to work for clients like these back when I was a hedge fund manager. So I can tell 

you this answer from experience -- they just don’t care.

Forget the 1%. We’re talking about the .0001% of top earners...

The money that they spend on these luxuries is nothing but pocket change to them.



So that little extra bit that helps finance these LGM contracts -- and makes them so reliably 

profitable to small investors like you -- is even less than pocket change. That’s why they’re 

happy for you to have it.

(Oh, and ALL of this gets them a big tax break. They may be dopes, but they’re not stupid. 

And they’d rather pay this “luxury tax” than the IRS.)

Remember, since October 15 of 2008, LGM Tipping companies have paid out in excess of 

$8,476,545,225. That date is important, because it’s around the time that Lehman Brothers 

tanked the market. So this period includes both the WORST crash and the BEST bull-run in 

almost a century.

The point is, this just works. Pretty much no matter what… remember, LGM Tipping 

companies paid out big 811 out of 811 times during that same period. Every. Single. Time.

Just like it did for these high-rolling investors:

"Fred H from Boston used this 

LGM Tipping technique to average 

$17,687 a month last year."

"Robert C from Newark, New 

Jersey has collected an average 

of $95,924 a month this year.

Just by using this same simple 

loophole 5 times."

"And Andrew J from Newport 

Beach, California has already 

racked up a quick $630,000 since 

he started doin this October 15th."



And with Trump’s new tax plan in place -- plus the 3 most attractive LGM contracts I’ve ever 

seen -- you’ll never see a better chance to get in on this than you will between now and 

March 30th.

YES! Show Me the Dope Money NOW

+ How to collect up to $8,072 of it by April 1st in three legally mandated LGM payouts.

+ How to lock in my $1,001 discount and my 100% Cash Back Guarantee!

2. If this hidden sector is bigger than tech, pharmaceuticals and Wall Street 

combined... and this investing method requires ZERO special training or 

equipment... then why have I never heard about it in the financial media?

I guess we found the real dopes, huh?

Look, if you read my answer to the last question, you know that I’ve been around the block 

in the financial industry. I was actually right there on the trading floor of Lehman Brothers in 

Oct. ‘08 -- while my wife was having a baby. I literally phoned it in. The doctors were yelling 

PUSH! PUSH! PUSH! And I was yelling SELL! SELL! SELL!

And here’s the essence of what I learned in that career:

The ultra-rich live in a different world than you and I do. And it’s definitely not the world of 

“financial media Those yakkers on CNBC and Fox Business and so forth are being paid to 

“entertain” you -- they’re like sports announcers. Meanwhile, everything important is 

happening behind the scenes.

That’s where I take my newsletter readers in Contract Income Alert. And I make it home for 

dinner with all 7 of my kids too. (I love this job so much better than managing a hedge fund, 

because I can help real Americans like you get rich, and I don’t have to make compromises 

with my family life.)

So if you’re serious about this, you’ll be able to collect:

$2,687 on 
February 15th

$2,375 on 
May 1st

$1,850 on August 
15th

$2,425 on 
November 15th



$2,937 on 
March 30th

$3,312 on 
June 15th

$1,062 on 
September 26th

$2,350 on 
December 15th

$2,450 on
April 1st

$4,250 on 
July 18th

$3,000 on 
October 15th

$2,075 on 
January 15th

(And no, you will not see that chart on TV anywhere.)

But I’m sure you can understand why I need to limit this offer to just 1% of those watching 

today. After all, I’m offering a $1,001 discount, plus a 100% Cash Back, 100% Triple

Profit guarantee.

It’s not a hedge fund, but I do everything I can to make sure you’re well taken care of.

And that means keeping my subscriber count low, so I can be hands-on.

YES! Show Me the Dope Money NOW

+ How to collect up to $8,072 of it by April 1st in three legally mandated LGM payouts.

+ How to lock in my $1,001 discount and my 100% Cash Back Guarantee!

3. Explain what you mean by 100% Triple Payout or 100% Cash Back Guarantee. 

Is this another one of those fake "refund" policies that I can never actually use?

I want to keep this classy, so I guess I’ll just say this is the only guarantee of its type in the 

entire financial publishing industry right now.

In fact, we’ve never offered terms so generous before.

As you know, you’re going to receive three LGM Tipping recommendations today in my new 

report: “How to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich This Spring.”

And as you also know, out of all the LGM companies we track, not a single one of them has 

missed a “luxury tax” payment to one of its contract holders for the last ten years.

So, I’m going to personally guarantee that each of the three LGM picks we’re sending you 

makes its next payment on-time at the precise rate contracted – without fail.

1. Payout #1 will hit on March 30th from our luxury bubbly maker …

2. And payout #2 will hit on April 1st from our bespoke diamond craftsman.



3. That means payout #3 will hit on May 15th from our luxury resort company…

And if for any reason even a single one of them fails to pay out on those specific dates…

or pays less than the contract guaranteed… or pays late…

I will give you an immediate FULL CASH REFUND of your membership in Contract Income 

Alert today.

What do I mean by that?

I mean every penny back into your account… no questions asked… not “store credit”

or anything like that… I mean straight cash… PLUS...

Your 12-month membership will still remain active for the entire year.

That’s what makes my “100% Triple-Payout or 100% Cash Back” Guarantee unlike anything 

else you’ll see elsewhere.

As a result, you absolutely cannot lose here.

You’re either guaranteed your first payout if you choose to invest in one, two, or all of our 

recommendations inside the “How to Collect Your $8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich 

This Spring” report…

Or you receive all your money right back in your account and enjoy a 12-month 

membership on the house.

Otherwise, if all goes as I expect, please keep in mind I will not be offering refunds.

YES! Show Me the Dope Money NOW

+ How to collect up to $8,072 of it by April 1st in three legally mandated LGM payouts.

+ How to lock in my $1,001 discount and my 100% Cash Back Guarantee!

4. How can I use this LGM Tipping technique to make as much as $55,852 or 

more --  $8,765 of it right away this winter?

First of all, it’s dead simple. You can execute one of these trades with almost any broker

in less time than it takes the kicker to come in and nail the “point after.”



(And as I’ve showed you, your historical odds of success are quite a bit higher than that.

In the cases I studied, this worked all 811 of the last 811 times. Which is more than I can say 

for the kicker on my hometown’s professional football team..)

But maybe you were looking for a step-by-step calendar that shows how this would actually 

work for YOU starting today.

Check it out. If you use my recommended investment size…

4. Your second LGM Tipping payout for $2,937 will hit on March 30th from our luxury 

bubbly maker…

5. Your third LGM Tipping payout for $2,450 will hit on April 1st from our bespoke 

diamond craftsman.

6. Your first LGM Tipping payout for $3,375 will hit on May 15th  from our luxury

resort company…

And then it just keeps going from there...

$2,375 
on
May 1st

$1,850 on August 15th $3,875 on November 15th

$3,312 
on
June 
15th

$1,062 on
September 26th

$2,250 on December 15th

$4,250 
on
July 
18th

$3,000 on
October 15th

With more on the way
after that...

Here’s an even better question though… what does it feel like to get easy wins like this over 

and over again?

For that, our best bet is to listen to what those who follow my the entirety of my work here at 

Agora Financial have said about it...

They say it’s simpler than anything they’ve done before.



“Easy to understand and easy to execute” – Jonathan G.

“Great returns. Buy them and forget them. No major ups and downs.” – Andi M.

“Easiest and safest way to get more than a 10% return over multiple years.” – Simon J.

They say it’s the most profitable way they’ve ever invested.

“Weekly income.... If anyone wants to make money, this is the way to do it. It’s the only 

way to do it.” – Tom L.

“The most consistent way to make $$$$$$!!!” – Carl M.

“Profit of approximately $11,000… $4,300… $2,500… and $1,600…” – Liza C.

“The first payout after taking your recommendations was more than enough to cover the 

price of the subscription!” – Joe H.

And they say it’s been their “golden ticket” to living the good life.

“If you have spare capital, here is a safe way to generate reliable income. Now it's our 

travel fund to visit our kids across the U.S.” – Phillip C.

“I'm on my way to buying a sailboat!” – Daniel A.

“Just bought my wife a new car… cash! Best thing since sliced bread.” – Stan P.

And with Trump’s new tax plan in effect -- plus the 3 most attractive LGM contracts I’ve ever 

seen -- you’ll never see a better chance to get in on all this than you will between now and 

March 30th.

YES! Show Me the Dope Money NOW

+ How to collect up to $8,072 of it by April 1st in three legally mandated LGM payouts.

+ How to lock in my $1,001 discount and my 100% Cash Back Guarantee!



5. If every single one of the 811 LGM contract payouts you analyzed were 

honored over the past decade with NO EXCEPTIONS -- and they're LEGALLY 

OBLIGATED to do so -- is there any way I could lose money here?

Well, you certainly can’t lose any money on your subscription fee. I’m giving you a 50% 

discount AND a 100% cash back guarantee.

As for any money you may invest -- nothing is completely guaranteed in life, and especially 

not when it comes to investing.

But this is the closest thing there is.

Because the kind of specialized contracts that make this LGM Tipping method work are 

LEGALLY MANDATED to pay out.

(Which is why those companies have done so all 811 out of 811 times over the past decade. 

Every. Single. Time.)

Could one of the companies that pay out these contracts not pay?

I suppose that’s possible. It would be a bankruptcy scenario, and these companies are blue 

bloods. It’s extremely unlikely, as you can see by the historical record.

Remember, since October 15 of 2008, LGM Tipping has paid out in excess

of $8,476,545,225.

That date is important, because it’s around the time that Lehman Brothers tanked the 

market. So this period includes both the WORST crash and the BEST bull-run in almost

a century.

In other words, these luxury companies just keep humming along no matter what.

Here’s another way to look at it.

Your odds of being struck by lightning are 1 in 3,000. That means that, on average, if you 

stood in a gym full of 3,000 people, and started asking them one by one, you’d encounter a 

man or woman who’d actually been struck by lightning after you talked to about 500 of them.

Yet I examined 811 of these special LGM Tipping payouts, one by one, and didn’t find a 

single one that had defaulted.

Oh and guess what -- even in a full default, if one of these contracts gets “struck by 

lightning” and the underlying company does choose to break the law, you’d still get a partial 

payment most of the time.



Case closed. This works.

And with Trump’s new tax plan on the way -- plus the 3 most attractive LGM contracts I’ve 

ever seen -- you’ll never see a better chance to get in on this no-brainer than you will 

between now and March 30th.

YES! Show Me the Dope Money NOW

+ How to collect up to $8,072 of it by April 1st in three legally mandated LGM payouts.

+ How to lock in my $1,001 discount and my 100% Cash Back Guarantee!

6. What other gifts and free special bonuses do I get along with my free "Dope 

Money" report and my deep-discount Contract Income Alert subscription?

I did throw a lot at you really quickly, so now’s a great time to review.

(But before I start, I want to remind you that I can only offer this opportunity to 1% of those 

watching today. So give this one more look, and then it’s time to make up your mind. Those 

spots will go FAST.)

1. First things first. I’ll give you the full details about this historic LGM 

Tipping Opportunity – including how to get paid as soon as 

November 15th – in my new special report “How to Collect Your 

$8,765 ’LGM Tip’ from the Ultra-Rich This Spring.”

2. Then I’ll show you even more ways to win big from this hidden 

market sector in a bonus report “Profit off the Entire $1.8 Trillion 

LGM Universe: Ten More Ways to Outsize Your Next Year of 

Luxury Tax Payouts.” I’ll walk you through the profit opportunities 

in all 10 luxury categories: Fashion, Watches and Jewelry, Leather 

Goods, Cosmetics and Fragrances, Alcohol and Fine Food, Travel 

and Hotels, Technology, Furniture and Décor, Spas and Clubs, 

Luxury Cars.

3. Then I’ll throw in two more bonus reports that take you beyond 

profiting from the ultra-rich… they show you how to win like they do. 

Start with IRS-Proof Your Income: 11 Legal Tricks to Keep Your 

LGM Payouts Away From The Taxman



4. Then take a look at my luxury shopping guide, 20 Ways To Live 

Like A King (Without Being a Dope): An Insider’s Guide To 

Treating Yourself Right In 2018

All 4 of those reports are FREE, by the way. And so is this…

1. An entire BOOK I wrote that’s a top seller on Amazon.com. It’s 

called The Big Book of Income. And it reveals: A single word you 

can put on your Social Security application to increase your benefits 

by as much as $570 per month. A little-known “billionaire trick” for 

collecting a quick $5,233.85 this year. How to earn between $400 to 

$4,570 thanks to Canadian Social Security. Plus hundreds more 

insider tips & tricks.

2. And of course you’ll also get a full year of my Contract Income 

Alert newsletter, at a deep 50 % discount. With new 

recommendations every month. Including my proprietary C.A.S.H. 

method for investing in “C-Code Contracts.” My “30-Minute 

Retirement” Model Portfolio. And my 7-Part “Income on Demand” 

Master Class.

The total value of all of this is well above $1,500. And you’re getting it all for free.

Which takes us (finally) to the LEAST important free gift and the MOST important free gift 

I’m setting aside for just 1% of viewers today.

Your most important gift my nowhere-else, never-before, never-

again “100% Triple-Payout or 100% Cash Back” Guarantee.

Remember, I showed you proof in my previous question that the 

likelihood of these LGM contracts failing to pay out is actually less 

than the chance of being struck by lightning. I like those odds, and 

so should you. That’s why I’m happy to back this offer with a 100% 

real-deal, no-questions-asked, cash-back refund guarantee.

Bottom line. This is a good deal. Whether or not you choose to get in on it -- I’m sure you 

have your own personal situation -- you’d have to be a dope not to see that I’m going all in 

for you here.
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